Why EsecureData
Over the last sixteen (16) years EsecureData’s (Esecure) colocation services have evolved to offer
advanced capabilities well beyond the colocation standard of power and space for hardware and
increasingly provides IT organizations the flexibility to easily scale infrastructure and keep up with the
demands of a growing business over time. Esecure has made significant investments into the expansion
of power density, hybridization, efficiency, security and compliance that allow our datacentre to exceed
any legacy datacentre and provide a truly scalable, future-proof footprint for our customers.

Expertise and Infrastructure
The Esecure datacentre located near downtown
Vancouver, BC is the largest neutral colocation
centres in Coquitlam and was designed and built by
industry experts and operated by a team of
seasoned professionals. Our on-site personnel have
worked at some of the top datacentres in Canada
and have been responsible for building a North
American backbone as well as multiple other
datacentres. Esecure DC3, our new datacentre
located in Coquitlam, is built using the same
approach and the same standards. We have indepth knowledge of client issues and priorities, along with the vast expertise and diverse technical skills
you're looking for.
Our facilities were designed and are operated according to industry-best practices, including SSAE 16
Type II audits and ISO 27002. We’ve designed the facilities with an ambitious goal in mind: become the
industry leader for high-performance colocation that addresses the challenges and diverse requirements
for businesses of all of sizes. This includes rendering farms, high density cloud environments, mission
critical workloads, multi-site disaster recovery and other projects that may arise when a company
embark on major technological projects.
At Esecure, companies have access to enterprise-ready services without having to outlay any significant
capital and resources to build and operate their own datacentre, saving as much as 50% on their costs.
Our clients value our 24/7 support and flexible solutions that continue to build our reputation into what
it is today.

High Performance Connectivity
As a neutral colocation centre operator, Esecure is a totally independent operator with many top
Canadian companies and providers using our services today. Esecure has access to multiple top-tier
Internet Service Providers and telecommunications operators. This means that companies can benefit
from a greater choice of competing services, Internet service providers, Internet access points, and
content distribution networks (CDN). This solution guarantees that you'll enjoy the highest performance
connectivity, service, and price.
At Esecure, we also understand that the speed at which data is transmitted is crucial for businesses,
especially those transmitting data across geographies or distances where latency can impact their users
or information. Esecure is strategically located to optimize telecommunications and to enable highly
efficient communications. The Esecure DC3 allows latency under 2 ms to Vancouver and less than 50 ms
to Toronto.

Security and Environment
In our industry, a high level of security is essential. We have created a controlled environment that is
equipped with industry-leading biometric security, as well as a fully staffed network operations centre,
sophisticated camera surveillance system that operate 24/7, 365 days a year. In our facilities, we utilize
security zones that control incoming and outgoing visitor traffic and access to network equipment and
server rooms are strictly controlled. We also keep the identities of our clients and their use of our
facilities strictly confidential.
Esecure was designed with a continuous focus on reducing our impact on the environment. Besides
using 100% hydro power and being a member of the Green Business Bureau, we utilize an industryleading datacentre infrastructure management system that helps us optimize our equipment and
maximize energy efficient. Since 2014, Esecure has been a leader in air flow innovation using a
proprietary system called A.R.I.E.S (air recycler inflow exhaust system) that reduces power consumption
by as much as 35% while cooling high density infrastructure environments.

Service Levels
At the heart of Esecure’s colocation offerings is our service level agreement (SLA). This is a summary of
expectations that any business or customer should have as the SLA sets forth guidelines that determine
responsibility, requirements, guarantees and helps you understand which areas of your infrastructure
are Esecure’s responsibility versus your responsibility. Esecure guarantees access to power and network
100% of the time and we have the industry’s highest service levels for hardware, replacement, repairs,
security and support. For any hardware related issue Esecure guarantees replacement in 60-minutes or
less as well as guaranteed support response times of 5 minutes or less for business critical events and
60-minutes or less for non-business critical support requests.

Pricing Options
Over the past few years, datacentres have devised new ways to structure the pricing of their colocation
services to better match the requirements of different categories of buyers. Esecure gives our
customers transparency on their pricing with no hidden fees or add-on costs. Anybody who has
purchased colocation from a legacy provider knows that getting clear and concise pricing can be an
exercise in futility and Esecure’s goal is to remove that and make sure that the price you signed up for is
what you pay.

For more information call 1-800-620-1985 or visit us at
www.esecuredata.com

